
Workshop On:

Basic Principles of  Geocosmic Studies for 
Financial Market Timing

(How to Read and Use an Ephemeris for Traders)



WHAT YOU WILL LEARN:
How to…

• Read an Ephemeris
• Calculate aspects
• Identify dates of planetary ingresses
• Identify dates of retrograde and direct 

planetary motions
• Identify new and full moons
• Identify planetary combinations of sun and 

moon signs
• Read an Aspectarian 



GEOCOSMIC STUDIES INVOLVE…

•PLANETS (GEOCOENTRIC VS HELIO)

•SIGNS (TROPICAL)

•INGRESSES

•ASPECTS

•RETROGRADE AND DIRECT (“STATIONS”)



ORDER OF PLANETS

SUN 1 year

MOON 27-1/3 days

# MERCURY 88 days

$ VENUS 225 days

% MARS 23 months

^ JUPITER 11.9 years

& SATURN 29.5 years

* URANUS 84 years

( NEPTUNE 164.8 years

_ ) PLUTO 248.4 years

N MOON’S NORTH NODE 18.73 years





SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC

•ARIES  (1)
•TAURUS  (2)
•GEMINI  (3)
•CANCER (4)
• LEO  (5)
•VIRGO  (6)
• LIBRA  (7)
•SCORPIO  (8)
•SAGITTARIUS  (9)
•CAPRICORN  (0)
•AQUARIUS  (-)
•PISCES  (=)



THE ZODIAC

• The Zodiac is a circular band of constellations

• There are 12 constellations, or signs

• Each sign has 30 degrees

• A planet’s position is given according to what degree 
of a particular sign it is located in at a given moment.

Example: the Sun on September 15, 2012 is listed at 
22°33’  31”. This means it is in 22º of Virgo, 33 minutes 
and 31 seconds, out of 30 degrees of Virgo. It is thus 
about ¾ of the way through Virgo.



ORDER OF THE ZODIAC

The order of the zodiac is based upon seasons.

Spring is: 1 2 3

Summer is: 4 5 6

Fall is: 7 8 9

Winter is: 0 - =



SIGNS BY QUALITIES

CARDINAL FIXED MUTABLE

1 Aries 2 Taurus 3 Gemini

4 Cancer 5 Leo 6 Virgo

7 Libra 8 Scorpio 9 Sagittarius

0 Capricorn - Aquarius = Pisces



QUALITIES OR QUADRUPLICITIES

1. Every third sign belongs to the same quality or quadruplicity.

2. They are based on the 4 seasons.

3. The first sign of every season is a “cardinal” sign (Aries, Cancer, 
Libra, and Capricorn), They “initiate” or start activities.

4. The second sign of every season is a “fixed” sign (Taurus, Leo, 
Scorpio, and Aquarius). The finish or complete.

5. The last sign of every season is a “mutable” sign (Gemini, 
Virgo, Sagittarius, Pisces).  They are changeable, restless, and 
adaptable.

6. IMPORTANT!!! Hard aspects occur when planets are in the 
same degree of the same quality!!!



SIGNS BY ELEMENTS

FIRE 1 Aries 5 Leo 9 Sagittarius

EARTH 2 Taurus  6 Virgo    0 Capricorn

AIR 3 Gemini  7 Libra     - Aquarius

WATER 4 Cancer  8 Scorpio = Pisces



ELEMENTS OR TRIPLICITIES

1. Every fourth sign belongs to the same element or triplicity, 
beginning with Aries and the element of fire.

2. The fire signs are Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius. They are energetic, 
fiery, and optimistic.

3. The earth signs are every fourth sign beginning with Taurus 
(followed by Virgo and Capricorn). They are cautious, realistic, 
skeptical.

4. The air signs are every fourth sign beginning with Gemini 
(followed by Libra and Aquarius) .They are communicative, 
intelligent, and seek information.

5. The water signs are every fourth sign beginning with Cancer 
(followed by Scorpio and Pisces). They are emotional and 
idealistic or fearful and seek safety.

6. IMPORTANT!!! Soft or harmonious aspects occur when planets 
are in the same degree of the same element!!!



ORDER OF PLANETS

! SUN 1 year

@ MOON 27-1/3 days

# MERCURY 88 days

$ VENUS 225 days

% MARS 23 months

^ JUPITER 11.9 years

& SATURN 29.5 years

* URANUS 84 years

( NEPTUNE 164.8 years

_ ) PLUTO 248.4 years

N MOON’S NORTH NODE 18.73 years



SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC AND THEIR 
TOTAL DEGREES INTO ZODIAC

• ARIES  (1) 0 - 30

• TAURUS  (2) 30 - 60

• GEMINI  (3) 60 - 90

• CANCER (4) 90 - 120

• LEO  (5) 120 - 150

• VIRGO  (6) 150 - 180

• LIBRA  (7) 180 - 210

• SCORPIO  (8) 210 - 240

• SAGITTARIUS  (9) 240 - 270

• CAPRICORN  (0) 270 - 300

• AQUARIUS  (-) 300 - 330

• PISCES  (=) 330 - 360



SIGNS BY QUALITIES

CARDINAL FIXED MUTABLE

1 Aries 2 Taurus 3 Gemini

4 Cancer 5 Leo 6 Virgo

7 Libra 8 Scorpio 9 Sagittarius

0 Capricorn - Aquarius = Pisces



SIGNS BY ELEMENTS

FIRE 1 Aries 5 Leo 9 Sagittarius

EARTH 2 Taurus  6 Virgo    0 Capricorn

AIR 3 Gemini  7 Libra     - Aquarius

WATER 4 Cancer  8 Scorpio = Pisces













September 15, 2012



CALCULATING THE MOON’S 
DEGREE FOR NYC

• Determine if the clock time in NYC is standard time or daylight savings time. Add 
5 hours if standard time or 4 hours if daylight saving time to get GMT time of 
either 4:00 or 5:00 PM. 

• Calculate how far the moon moves in that 12-hour period, from noon of the day 
you are on, to midnight of the next day, GMT. That is, subtract the midnight 
position of the moon on the day after from the noon position of the day of.

• Convert to total minutes. That is, multiply the degrees by 60’ and add it to the 
existing number of minutes.

• Divide this total by 12 (hours) to get the hourly rate of change for the Moon this 
day.

• Multiply the hourly rate of motion by 4 (of NYC is on daylight savings time) or 5 
(if on standard time).

• Convert this number (in minutes) back to degrees and minutes.

• Add it to the Moon’s position at noon GMT, and you will get the position of the 
Moon at noon that day for NYC. 



September 15, 2012



WHERE IS THE MOON AT NOON 
SEPT 15 , 2012 IN NYC?

•What time is it in London, or Greenwich, when it is 
noon in NYC today? 

•Subtract the position of the moon at noon today (Sept 
15) in Greenwich, from its position at midnight 
tomorrow, Sept 16. How far has the moon moved in 
these twelve hours?

•9/16/12, midnight GMT    = 22º 6 20’ 

•9/15/12, noon GMT = 15º 6 16’

•Rate of motion in 12  hr   = 7º      04’



Convert this to total minutes: 7° x 60 ‘ =  420’

Add the rest of the minutes” =   4’

Total minutes traveled in 12 hours =  424’



Now determine the hourly movement. Since the 
moon moved 424’ in 12 hours, that means it moves 
424’ / 12 = 35.33’/hour.

Now multiply that by 4 hours, since it is 4 hours after 
noon in Greenwich:

35.33’ x 4 = 141.33’



Convert this to degrees and minutes.

141.33/60 = 2.355 degrees.

Keep the 2º and round off rest to nearest minute:

.355 degrees x 60 = 21.33’. We round it off to 21’.

Thus in those 4 hours, the Moon moved 2º 21’



Add this to the noon position of the Moon in GMT, and 
you will have the position of the Moon at noon in 
NYC. Thus….

Moon at Noon 9/15 in Greenwich was:
15 º 6 16’

Add 2º        21’

17 º 6 37’

This is the Moon’s position at noon in NYC on 9/15, 
2012.



SOME FACTORS ABOUT TIME

• With no daylight savings, the time in New York 
(EST) is five hours earlier than Greenwich (London). 
When it is midnight in London, it is 7:00 PM the 
day before in New York. When it is 11:00 PM in 
New York (EST), it is 4:00 AM the next day in 
London (GMT).

• With daylight savings, the time in New York (EDT) is 
four hours earlier than Greenwich (London). When 
it is midnight in London, it is 8:00 PM the day 
before in New York. When it is 11:00 PM in New 
York (EST), it is 3:00 AM the next day in London 
(GMT).



SOME THINGS TO REMEMBER 
ABOUT THE MOON

1. The Moon moves through the signs at approximately 
1 degree every two hours.

2. You can “eyeball” the Moon’s position at midnight or 
noon GMT, and at the rate of 1 degree every two 
hours, you can approximate what degree it will be in 
anytime during the day by either adding or 
subtracting 1º for every two hours before or after 
midnight, or noon.



WHERE IS THE MOON AT NOON IN 
NYC ON JANUARY 16, 2013?





WHERE IS THE MOON AT NOON 
JANUARY 16 , 2013 IN NYC?

•What time is it in London, or Greenwich, when it is 
noon in NYC today? 

•Subtract the position of the moon at noon on Jan 16 
in Greenwich, from its position at midnight the next 
day, Jan 17. How far has the moon moved in these 
twelve hours?

•1/17/13, midnight GMT = 04º 1 14’ 

•1/16/13, noon GMT = 27 º = 45’



•Since there are 12 signs to the zodiac, we will 
represent the Jan 17  midnight position as a sign 
number, where Aries is sign #1 and Pisces is sign # 12. 
Also, since Aries starts a new zodiac cycle, we can 
represent it as the 13th sign, rather than first, for 
subtraction purposes. The 13th sign is the same as the 
1st sign. That is, in cases like this, when you can’t 
subtract a sign number, you can add 12 signs to make 
it work.

• In the same way, if you cannot subtract the minutes of 
a degree, you may need to borrow 60’ and subtract 
one degree, since there are 60’ to a degree.



So now the subtraction becomes like this:

•1/17/13, midnight GMT = 13S  04º   14’ 

•1/16/13, noon GMT = 12S  27 º  45’

Let’s subtract 1 sign and add 30 degrees, so it becomes:

•1/17/13, midnight GMT = 12S  34º   14’ 

•1/16/13, noon GMT = 12S  27 º  45’



And now let us take away one degree for 1/17 and add 
60’ so it subtracts easily. Thus it becomes:

•1/17/13, midnight GMT = 12S  33º  74’ 

•1/16/13, noon GMT = 12S  27 º  45’

•Rate of motion = 6º   29’

•Convert this to total minutes: 6º x 60 ‘ = 360’

•Add the rest of the minutes” = 29’

•Total minutes traveled in 12 hours = 389’



Now determine the hourly movement. Since the moon moved 
389’ in 12 hours, that means it moves:

389’ / 12 = 32.41’/hour.

Now multiply that by 5 hours, since it is 5 hours after noon in 
Greenwich:

32.41’ x 5 = 162.08’

Convert this to degrees and minutes.

162.08/60 = 2.70 degrees. Carry the two degrees, but 
convert the decimal to the nearest minute as

.70 degrees x 60 = 42’. 

• Thus in those 5 hours, the Moon moved 2º 42’



Add this to the noon position of the Moon in GMT, and 
you will have the position of the Moon at noon in 
NYC. Thus….

Moon at Noon 1/16 in Greenwich was: 27 º = 45’

Add 2º     42’

Moon’s position at noon in NYC 1/16 is: 29 º = 87’

But there are only 60’ to a degree, so it would be:

00 º 1 27’. 



ASPECTS

Aspects are specific spatial distances of arc that might 
exist between any two planets (or points in space). 

The times in which aspects between two planets are 
in effect, is potentially a period of time in which a 
reversal in the trend of a market may unfold.



MAJOR ASPECTS AND THEIR 
SYMBOLS

•CONJUNCTION  (A) 0°

•SEXTILE  (F) 60°

•SQUARE  (G) 90°

•TRINE  (H) 120°

•OPPOSITION  (K) 180°



MINOR ASPECTS AND THEIR 
SYMBOLS

•SEMI-SEXTILE  (S) 30°

•SEMI SQUARE  (D) 45°

•QUINTILE (Q) 72°

•SESQUIQUADRATE  (J) 135°

•QUINCUNX (L) 150°



QUICK AND EASY CALCULATION 
OF ASPECTS

1. Remember the order of the zodiac, where Aries is #1 – the 
first sign - and Pisces is #12 – the last sign. 

2. Starting with the slowest moving planet (Pluto), note its 
degree and minute. It won’t change much during the 
month. Remembering the order of the zodiac, where Aries 
is #1 – the first sign - and Pisces is #12 – the last sign.

3. Starting with the slowest moving planet (Pluto), note its 
degree and minute. 

4. Determine how many signs apart that planet’s position is 
from Pluto’s sign.



QUICK AND EASY CALCULATION 
OF ASPECTS

5. Multiply that difference by 30º. That will equate to a 
particular aspect. 

6. We are interested mostly in the conjunction, square, 
trine, and opposition. 

7. Now go to Neptune and determine the degrees it is in 
during the month and repeat the process of going down 
the column of each planet and determining which date 
they are in the same degree and minute as Neptune.

8. Continue working backwards through Uranus, Saturn, 
Jupiter, and Mars.

9. Do not include Chiron, Ceres, Mercury, the Moon’s 
North, or the Moon in these exercises.





PLANETARY STATIONS

When a planet appears to be going backwards through the zodiac 
as seen from Earth, it is said to be “retrograde.” The date that it 
starts its retrograde motion is denoted in the ephemeris with the 
symbol Rx or R.

When planet appears to be changing back to its forward motion 
through the zodiac as seen from Earth, it is said to be turning 
“direct.” The date that it starts its forward motion is denoted in 
the ephemeris with the symbol “D.”

The dates that planets change direction, from direct to retrograde 
or retrograde back to direct, are known as planetary stations.

A planetary station is as important as an aspect. That date, and 
the surrounding days, highlight the principles of that planet 



PLANETARY PRINCIPLES

Mercury  #: Communications. When retrograde, it 
highlights a three-week period of misunderstandings, 
miscommunications, conflicting messages that 
correlate with market  uncertainty. Technical buy and 
sell signals are oftentimes violated here. 

Venus  $: Agreements and relationships; the urge for 
harmony. Venus rules money and assets of value, and 
one’s net worth. As it turns retrograde, central 
bankers often announce new monetary policy 
changes. They can raise or lower interest rates. 









PLANETARY PRINCIPLES CON’T

Mars %: Mars rules aggression, hostilities and conflicts. When 
it is station it represents a time of increased military tensions 
and arguments.

Jupiter ^: Jupiter rules expansion, optimism, good luck, but also 
greed, exaggeration and excess. When it is stationary, it 
highlights a period of optimism or hysteria. Everything happens 
big; things are exaggerated – from optimism to fears.

Saturn &: Saturn rules fear and contraction. It depresses prices 
and coincides with worry and anxieties about the future. It is a 
fear of loss and the atmosphere seems too serious, cold, and 
heavy.



PLANETARY PRINCIPLES CON’T

Uranus  * Uranus pertains to abrupt disruptions and unexpected events or 
conditions. It is highly individualistic and independent, and not indicative of 
agreements. In financial markets, it corresponds to either sudden reversals 
or breakouts way above resistance or below support. Uranus stations are 
also one of the more important correlates to major market reversals.

Neptune ( Neptune stations highlight rumors and imaginative thoughts, but 
not necessarily realistic. It is an urge to sacrifice for the betterment of 
others (i.e. world peace), but it can also be a time of treachery and 
deceptive practices. Trust is an important issue. It is a time of romantic 
infatuation, but also floods and lots of emotions. It heightens confusion and 
is considered highly irrational.

Pluto  _ Pluto’s dynamic is to tear down, reform, terminate, or destroy. It is 
driven and can’t seem to stop itself once it starts. It pertains to debt, 
deficits, downgrades, and defaults, the four D’s. It also has dominion over 
taxes. When Pluto is station, there is often reports of crop damage.



MAJOR ASPECTS AND THEIR 
SYMBOLS

•CONJUNCTION  (A) 0°

•SQUARE  (G) 90°

•TRINE  (H) 120°

•OPPOSITION  (K) 180°



6 POSSIBLE ASPECTS WHEN PLANETS 
ARE IN THE SAME DEGREE

•CONJUNCTION  (A) 0° (0 SIGNS)

•SEMI-SEXTILE (S) 30º (1 SIGNS)

•SEXTILE (F) 60º (2 SIGNS)

•SQUARE  (G) 90° (3 SIGNS)

•TRINE  (H) 120° (4 SIGNS)

•QUINCUNX (L) 150º (5 SIGNS)

•OPPOSITION  (K) 180° (6 SIGNS)





PLANETARY INGRESSES

When a planet moves from one sign to another, it is 
known as an “ingress.”

In the ephemeris, this is denoted by the symbol of 
the new sign listed between the degree and 
minutes of the planet on the day of the ingress.

Thus it is important to take note of when planets 
ingress into new signs, for it indicates a new 
collective psychology arising, and this can affect 
trends in different financial markets. 





HELIOCENTRIC EPHEMERIS FOR 
DECEMBER 2012



THE ASPECTARIAN

1. Located at the bottom of each page for each month, 
titled DAILY ASPECTARIAN.

2. It gives each aspect of the day for all planets and the 
Moon, according to GMT.

3. It gives the dates and times for each planetary station 
and planetary ingress as well, but not the Moon’s 
ingress. That is also on this page, but slightly up and to 
the right.

4. You need to adjust the times given in the Aspectarian
by subtracting 5 hours for EST or 4 hours if Daylight 
Savings (EDT), if applying to New York markets.



ASPECTARIAN FOR SEPTEMBER 2012



COMPARE ASPECTARIAN 
SEPTEMBER 1-3 WITH EPHEMERIS



MOON INGRESSES AND 
“VOID OF COURSE MOON”

“Void of Course Moon” refers to the time between the 
last major aspect the Moon forms to a planet before 
entering – ingressing – into the next sign. 

It usually means “no change of status quo.” 

Markets usually enter congestion or continue trend in 
gradual way. They do not usually reverse their trend 
during this time.



ASPECTARIAN FOR SEPTEMBER 2012



VOID OF COURSE MOON



THE MOON’S DEGREE AT NOON

Knowing what sign and degree the Moon is in at noon or the 
market opening is important for the following reasons:

• The Moon sign provides insight into the traders’ psychology for the 
day. Fire signs are usually more energetic, for instance, and earth 
signs are more cautious and deliberate. 

• The Sun-Moon combination gives an idea of what to expect in 
stocks and the Silver market. 

• There seems to be a natural rhythm of rising and falling prices in 
stocks an precious metals according to the moon sign alone. When 
the market does not follow this rhythm, it usually means the 
market is very bearish or very bullish in the opposite direction of 
what is the norm.



LUNAR RHYTHM FOR STOCKS

• Aries is neutral until then end.

• Prices tend to go down and make a low into the middle 
degrees of Taurus, and then they rise sharply into late 
Gemini.

• Stocks come down in Cancer into middle Leo. They rise in late 
Leo, but come down again into middle Virgo.

• Stocks rally nicely in late Virgo through middle to late Libra. 
They pause in Scorpio before resuming up into Sagittarius.

• They fall into the last ten degrees of Capricorn, where they 
then reverse sharply higher into Aquarius. They fall again into 
Pisces. In late Pisces, they can start to recover as they 
approach Aries, where they flatten out and fall again into 
Taurus.



LUNAR RHYTHM FOR METALS

• The first half of Aries is bullish.

• Prices tend to go down in the last third of Aries and make a low 
into the middle degrees of Taurus. Then they rise sharply into 
Gemini. But Gemini can also witness severe declines again, as may 
all air signs for metals, particularly when the Sun is also in an air 
sign.

• Metals rally into early Cancer, but then they decline into middle 
Leo. They rise in late Leo, through much of Virgo.

• From late Virgo through Libra and even into Scorpio, metals go back 
and forth. They move up sharply into mid-Sagittarius.

• Then they fall sharply from late Sagittarius into the last ten degrees 
of Capricorn. From here, they can get quite volatile through 
Aquarius. They usually fall in Pisces, but in late Pisces, they start to 
recover and rise sharply into the first half of Aries.



LUNAR RHYTHM STOCKS



LUNAR RHYTHM METALS



ASTROLOGICAL SOFTWARE 
CALCULATION PROGRAMS

1. We want one that has a “hit list” of major geocosmic 
signatures listed in chronological order.

2. We want to be able to customize it based on our own 
research studies.

3. For purposes of this MMTA2 course, we will use Solar Fire 
and FAR for the Galactic Trader.



CREATING A “HIT LIST” IN 
SOLAR FIRE

• Open the program. From the top menu bar, choose “Dynamic”

• Next, choose “Transits and Progressions.”

• On this page, input the following:

• Under “Period of report,” choose “Now” or a start date. Let’s do 
“now.”

• Under “Location,” choose New York City, or city of market you 
trade

• Under “Event Selection,” choose “Transit to Transit”

• Under “Point Selection,” click the box titled “Transits.” 



• Under “Transits,” choose “All” and then “Create.” Give it a 
name, like “MMTA.” Hit “OK.” 

• This opens “Select Transiting Points.” Remove Moon, 
Mercury, Chiron, North Node by clicking them. Click “Save.” 
Then click “Select” with you new name. This should appear 
now under “Transits” under “Point Selection” when it 
returns to “Dynamic Report Selection” page

• Under “Extra,” choose none.

• Go to “Aspect Selection” now. Under “transits,” click in the 
box. Choose “Standard.” Choose “Create” and type in a 
name again, like “MMTA.”

• Here you see asset of aspect. The ones with * will be listed. 
Click the ones you want removed. In our case, we only want 
conjunction, square, trine, and opposition.” Disable any * 
that denote any other aspects. Click “Save.” Then choose this 
new name of a file you create and hit “Select.”

• Click “View” 





CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES

Potential critical reversal dates in financial market is determined by 
the following steps:

• Identify a time band in which there multiple major aspects and/or 
planetary stations, and in which there are no more than 6 calendar 
days between any two consecutive signatures in this time band. 
This is known as a “cluster.”

• Determine the midpoint in time between the first and last 
signature in this cluster. This is known as the “critical reversal date” 
for financial markets.

• Allow a 3-day orb (trading days) from this date to produce the 
reversal.

• These critical reversal dates are most reliable when there is a Level 
1 geocosmic signature also within three trading days. This is a 
subject that will be covered in course #3, and is covered in great 
detail in Volume 3 of the Stock Market Timing series.


